
IIn late April, the semi-annual meeting of Health and SafetyManagers from the Canadian Corrugated and Container-
board Association (CCCA) member companies was held at
the Norampac-Vaughn facility in north Toronto. Planned 

and organized by the office of the
CCCA, the session was chaired by
Norampac’s corporate H&S coordina-
tor, Marshall Greensides, who wel-
comed participants and outlined areas
of mutual interest slated for the morn-
ing’s agenda.
Participants included H&S Managers

from eight CCCA member companies
and two AICC guest companies plus representatives from
Workplace Safety North whose keynote report on “Health
and Safety Aspect Statistics” presented examples of
recent injuries in Ontario’s corrugated sector,
accompanied by detailed examinations of how
such injuries could be prevented or avoided.
A round-table discussion then encompassed
wide-ranging topics from workplace safety regula-
tion changes with potential impact for this industry
to impending federal and provincial social legisla-
tion on the legality of marijuana use across Canada.
Addressing a key topic of international impor-
tance, Dan Suess of Workplace Safety North summa-
rized introduction of the “Global Harmonized
System” (GHS), which Canada will be adopting by
2019. He noted that during transition to new GHS
guidelines, some companies may require simultane-
ous training under both GHS and WHMIS protocols.
Another hot topic “Lift Truck Safety” generated discussion,
with participants offering specific examples of their own
in-plant practices and preventive measures that are chang-
ing attitudes, enhancing employee awareness and improv-
ing self-protective compliance in the workplace.
The closing item on the agenda, “New and Young Worker
Safety Training” elicited many pertinent comments and con-
tributions from the assembly. Examples of current initiatives

and programs were provided in detail by representatives
from Kruger Inc., Atlantic Packaging, Moore Packaging and
Norampac.
As a direct outcome of the discussion, H&S Committee
members recommended that the CCCA financially support
creation of a safety training video targeted to reach young
workers. Written in their vernacular and suitable for popu-
lar social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) as well
as the CCCA website, it could be used by all member com-
panies for training and recruitment. Workplace Safety North
also voiced their support for the development of such a
video.
In light of enthusiastic response from all H&S seminar
participants, it was decided that the CCCA Board should
consider receiving a full proposal for undertaking the proj-

ect. Subsequently, it was agreed that a formal proposal and
recommendation to proceed will be prepared for review by
the CCCA’s Board of Directors at their August meeting. 
The mission of the CCCA is to lead by advancing the com-
petitiveness of the Canadian corrugated & containerboard
industry; by embracing sustainability in all its forms by pro-
tecting the health and safety of our stakeholders; and to
communicate this to our customers, governments and the
public at large.
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